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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative noetherian ring with 
unity and a a proper ideal of R. Moreover, if R is assumed to be a local ring, 
then m denotes its maximal ideal. 
DEFINITION. A set of elements a , ,..., a, of R is called a-independent if 
every form of the polynomial ring R [X, ,..., X,] vanishing at a, ,..., a, has ail 
its coefficients in a, i.e., 
cc 
@ (a, ,,.., a,)“/a(a, ,..., a,)” 2 (R/a)[X, ,..., Xr]. 
?I=0 
In particular, if R is a local ring, then “m-independent” just means 
“analytically independent,” a notion which has been proved to be useful in 
Commutative Algebra. 
The notion of independent elements was introduced by G. Valla [ 191 and 
has led to some interesting investigations in [ 1,4, 12, 13, 16, 17, 201. Most 
of these investigations deal with the maximum number sup a of a- 
independent elements in a. But one has been unable to characterize sup a in 
terms of well-understood invariants of a. 
The aim of this paper is to give such a characterization for sup a and to 
show that sup a can be used to study the dimension of prime divisors in 
completions of local rings. 
Let sup,a denote the maximum number of a-independent elements in an 
ideal b c da (sup a := sup,,a). Then we will express sup,a in terms of some 
behaviour of the zero ideal of R with respect to a and b. For that we shall 
need some conventions (for unexplained notations see [7]). 
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Conventions. If S is a local ring, then we denote by S* the completion 
of S with respect to its maximal ideal. Moreover, to each ideal Z and each 
subset J of elements of S we attach an ascending chain of ideals 
as follows: U<(Z) := Z and, for i > 1, U;(Z) := the intersection of all primary 
components of Z whose associated primes belong to the set 
(P E Ass,(S/Z); P ~5 J and dim S/P > i) 
if this set is not empty, and U;(Z) := S else. 
With these conventions, the main result of this paper may be formulated 
as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. 
sup,a = max{i > 0; UF(ORti) c aZ?: for all p E AssR(R/a)}. 
Clearly, Theorem 1.1 will be very useful in computing sup@ practically 
(which seemed to be impossible before). We will illustrate this fact by an 
example which solves the following problem of Barshay [ 11: Could sup a 
take any value between grade a and ht a? It is known that grade a 
<supa<hta (see [l] or [19]). 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let r, s be non-negative integers. Let k be a field. Let 
x xr+s IJ Y.., be indeterminates over k. Put 
R = k[ [X0,..., x,+slllKJ~ GGJ:Jclw~ .** 
fqx; )...) x:,x,***X,). 
Note that 
(x~)n(x~,x~,x,x,)n~.~n(X~,...,Xj2,Xg.~.Xj) 
=(x&x,x; )...) X” ...xj~zx;~,,xo -xj) 
for j = l,..., s. Then it is easy to verify that 
i 
0, if r > i > 0, 
V(O,) = X0 ..- X,+,-J if r+s>i>r, 
R if i > r + s. 
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Since q(O,) = q”(O,), applying Theorem 1.1 we get 
supm”=max{i>O;U~(O,)Em”) 
= max{i = I,..., r + s; X0 ... X,+,-i E m”) 
1 
r+s-n+l if s>.n> 1, = 
r if n>s. 
Note that grade m” = depth R = r and ht m” = dim R = r + s. Then we have 
just given a class of ideals a with the same grade a and ht a, but sup a takes 
any value between grade a and ht a. 
Another feature of Theorem 1.1 is the close relationship between the 
maximum number of independent elements and the dimension of prime 
divisors in completions of local rings. 
First, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1, we can express the 
maximum number of analytically independent elements in an ideal of a local 
ring R as the dimension of some minimal prime divisor of R 
(Proposition 4.1). 
In particular, to study the dimension of the (minimal) prime divisors of 
R * one only need to study the maximum number of independent elements 
with respect o (integrally closed) m-primary ideals by the following result: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a local ring and r < dim R be a non-negative 
integer. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a (minimal) prime divisor Q of R* such that 
dim R */Q = r. 
(ii) There exists an (integrally closed) m-primary ideal u of R such 
that sup u = r. 
This result is remarkable because one can investigate some behaviour of 
the completion of a local ring without dealing with it directly. For instance, 
we easily get the following characterization of unmixed and quasi-unmixed 
local rings first proved by Bruns [4] and Ratliff [12], respectively: R is a 
(quasi-) unmixed local ring iff sup a = ht a for all (integrally closed) ideals a 
of R. 
Moreover, using Theorem 1.2 we are also able to extend Ratliffs charac- 
terization of local domains that have a one-dimensional (minimal) prime 
divisor in their completions as those local domains whose maximal ideal is 
an associated prime of every (integrally closed) non-zero ideal contained in 
large powers of the maximal ideal [lo] ([ 111) for the higher-dimensional 
case, see Proposition 4.5 (Proposition 5.6). 
Finally, from Theorem 1.1 we can derive a formula for min, supban 
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(min, sup,p, where - denotes the integral closure) which depends only on 
the minimal dimension of the (minimal) prime divisors of the completions of 
certain local rings of R, see Proposition 6.1 (Proposition 6.5). That was 
unknown in [4] and [ 121, where similar but more complicated formulas are 
given. 
It should be emphasized that all results involving integrally closed ideals 
are consequences of a modified version of Theorem 1.1 for the maximum 
number of independent elements with respect to an integrally closed ideal 
(Theorem 5.3). 
The paper consists of six sections (including the present one). In Section 2 
we prove that sup,a is bounded above by the value given in the formula of 
Theorem 1.1. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be completed in Section 3, 
where we show how one can construct a maximal a-independent set in b. In 
Section 4 we deal with applications of Theorem 1.1 concerning the 
dimension of prime divisors of completions of local rings which do not 
involve integrally closed ideals. Applications of Theorem 1.1 involving 
integrally closed ideals will be given in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the 
study of min, sup@ and min, sup,a”. 
2. UPPER BOUND 
In this section, we want to show that sup,a is bounded above by the value 
of the formula of Theorem 1.1. 
We start with the following trivial facts: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R -+ S be a homomorphism of noetherian rings with 
unity. Then 
(9 a, ,..., a, are a-independent if they are as-independent and 
aSnR =a. 
(ii) a, ,..., a, are as-independent if they are a-independent and R + S is 
flat. 
ProoJ Straightforward by the definition of independent elements. 
From Lemma 2.1 we immediately get the following consequences: 
LEMMA 2.2. a, ,.,., a, are a-independent lr they are uR :independent for 
all p E AssR(R/a), where u is some p-primary component of a. 
LEMMA 2.3. sup,a < sup,,; aR,* for all p E Ass,(R/a). 
By Lemma 2.3, to show that sup,a is bounded above by the formula of 
Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient o prove the following 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be a focal ring. Then 
supb a = max(i 2 0; U,“(O,) c a}. 
In a certain sense, Proposition 2.4 is only a consequence of the bound 
sup a < ht a (see [ 1 I). To show that we shall need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let c be an arbitrary ideal of R. Then al,..., a, are 
(a: c/O, : c)-independent if they are a-independent. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R be a local ring. Let i? denote the factor ring 
R#(O,). Then a, ,..., a, E b are a--independent if they are a-independent. 
Proof: Since R is a local ring, UXO,) is the intersection of all primary 
components of 0, whose associated primes do not contain b. That is, 
U;(O,) = (j 0,: b”. 
PI=1 
Let F be a form in R [X, ,..., X,] such that F(a ,,..., a,) E UF(O,). Then 
a:P(a, ,..., a,) = 0 for some n. Hence all coefficients of F belong to a. From 
this it follows that a, ,..., a, are a&-independent. 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. Put r = max{i > 0; Uib(O,) E a}. Let c denote 
the ideal a : UF+ ,(O,). Th en c is a proper ideal of R. Let S denote the factor 
ring R/O, : iJF+ r(0,). Then 
sup, a < sup,, cS 
by Lemma 2.5. Let g denote the factor ring S/U,b(O,). Then, using Lemma 
2.6 we have 
sup,, CS < sup ES < ht ES = dim % 
Since every prime divisor of S either contains b or has dimension < r, s has 
only prime divisors with dimension Qr. Therefore we have sup,a Q dim .?< r, 
as required. 
The following consequence of Lemma 2.6 will not be used in the sequence 
but has its own interest because it shows that one can deal only with sup a 
instead of sup,a. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let R be as in Lemma 2.6. Then sup,a = sup &- is 
sup,a > 1. 
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Proof By Lemma 2.6, it suffkes to show that sup,a > sup &. Let 
a, ,... a, be aR-independent elements in a. Let b be an element of b such that 
b @ q for all q E Ass(R), q ~4 6. Let F be a form of degree n in R [X, ,..., Xr] 
such that F(u, b,..., a,b) = 0. Then, since F(u,b ,..., u,b) = b”F(a, ,..., a,), 
w 1 ,..., a,) E 0, : b” s ?j 0, : b’ = U:(O,). 
f=l 
Thus, all coefficients of F belong to the ideal a + Uf(O,). But, since b 
contains some a-independent element a, we also have 
lJt(O,) = fi 0, : b’ G c 0, : a’ G a. 
I=1 I=1 
Hence we can conclude that a, b,..., u,b are a-independent. From this it 
follows that sup &> sup,a. 
3. MAXIMAL INDEPENDENT SET 
Knowing that sup,a is bounded above by the value of the formula of 
Theorem 1.1, we only need to prove the following formula instead of that of 
Theorem 1.1: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. sup,a = max{i > 0, U,b(O,,)suR,* for all pE 
Ass,(R/a), where u is some p-primary component Jf a}. 
To prove Proposition 3.1, it suffices to construct an a-independent set in b 
whose number of elements is the value given in the above formula. 
First, we have the following criterion for a-independent elements: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a local ring. Let a, ,..., u,, r > 1, be elements in a 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) a, 6Z p for all p E Ass,(R/(u, ,..., uipl)) with a, 6? p, i = l,..., r. 
(ii) U,“=, (a, ,..., a,-,):u:Ga. 
Then a, ,..., a,-, , a: are a-independent for all large n. 
ProoJ We assume first that a,. is a non-zero divisor of R. Let n be an 
integer such that 
00 
(a * ,*-*9 a,- 1 ): a:-’ = u (a, )...) a,-,): a:. 
I=1 
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Put xi = a,~~-“, i = I ,..., r - 1, and S = R ix, ,..., x,- 1], Then one can easily 
verify that 
(a 1 ,*-*, a,- 1 ):a;-‘E(x, ,..., x,-,)SnR 
E ij (a ,,..., a,-,):a:, 
t=1 
which together with (ii) implies that 
(X 1 ,***, x,-, )SnR= E (a, ,..., a,-,):u;sa. 
t=1 
As a consequence, we have 
S/(x ,,..., x,-,)S=R/fi (a, ,..., a,-,):a:. 
t=1 
From this it follows that a, is not a zero divisor on (x, ,..., x,- ,) S. On the 
other hand, from (i) we can deduce that xl,...,xt-i is a regular sequence of 
S[a;‘] = R[u;‘]. Thus, by [5, Corollary 21, xi ,..., xr-i,ur form a regular 
sequence of S,, where M denotes the maximal ideal of S generated by m 
and x, ,..., x,- 1 . From this it follows that x ,,..., xr-i, a, are 
(x Xr-19 1 ,a*-3 a,) S,-independent [ 1, Proposition 31. Thus, a, ,..., a,-, , a: will 
be a-independent if 
(x xr-19 , ,***, u,)S,nR s a. 
Let u be an arbitrary element of (xl ,..., x,-, , a,) S, n R. Then there exist 
elements y, z E (xi ,..., xr-,)S, b E R, and a unit e E R such that 
(e+y)u=z+bu,. Hence 
eu-bu,=z-uyE(x ,,..., x,-,)SnRsa. 
Hence a E a because a, E a. So we have proved the case a, is a non-zero 
divisor of R. 
If a, is a zero divisor of R, we consider the factor ring R ’ := R/c, where c 
denotes the ideal l-l,“=, 0, : a’,. Since c is the intersection of all primary 
components of 0, whose associated primes do not contain a,, from (i) we 
can easily verify that a, & p’ for all p’ E AssR,(R’/(u,,..., ui-J R’) with 
a, & p’, i = l,..., r. Further, from (ii) we also get 
tf, (u~,...,u,-,,c):u~=~~~ (u,,...,u,-,):ufsa. 
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Therefore, since a, is a non-zero divisor of R’, a,,..., a,-, , a: are aR’- 
independent for all large n by the above proof. Note that 
c&a 1 ,.,., a,- l) : ~2: E a. 
I=1 
Then u , ,..., a,.-, , a: are a-independent too. The proof of Lemma 3.2 is now 
complete. 
Remark. One can also use the notion of d-sequences of Huneke [6] to 
give another criterion for a-independent elements as in 118, Corollary 3.41. 
However, such a criterion is not appropriate for the construction of a 
maximal a-independent set of elements in 6. 
Now we will discuss how one can apply Lemma 3.2 to construct an a- 
independent set of r elements in b. First, we have to choose r elements 
a,,..., u, in b which satisfy the following conditions for all p E Ass,(R/a): 
(1) Ui @ Q for all Q E Ass,;(R:/(u,,..., al-I) R;F) with U, & Q, 
i = I,..., r. 
(2) U;“=, (u,,...,u,.~,)R~:uf~uR~, where u is some p-primary 
component of a. 
Then a,,..., a,-,, a: will be a-independent for all large n by Lemma 3.2 and 
Lemma 2.2. 
Condition (1) is certainly satisfied if we choose a, tZ Q for all 
Q E Ass,;(Rt/(a,>***, ai- ) R ,*) with b $Z Q, i = l,.,., r. In that case, we have 
Fl (u~,...,u,-~)R~:u:=~~* (a,, . . . . a,-,)R;:b’ 
= U&q ,..., a,- 1) R ;). 
Hence condition (2) will be satisfied if UF((u, ,..., u,- ,) R g) c t&c. That may 
be arranged by using the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let q E Ass(R) and Q be .a prime containing (q, a). Then 
there exists Q’ E Ass,(R/a”R) for all large n such that q E Q’ E Q. 
Proof Let u be an element of R such that 0,: a = q. Then, by 
Artin-Rees lemma, there is an integer r such that 
a” fl (a) = a”-‘(a’ n (a)) 
and hence 
a”:ucq+a”-‘Gp 
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for all large n. Therefore, since Ass,(R/a”) is asymptotic [3], we can find a 
prime p’ E Ass,(R/a”) for all large n such that q 2 p’ s p. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a complete local ring and a an m-primary ideal. 
Let i > 1 be an integer such that 
up, ,(O,) 5 a. 
Let a be an element of b such that for any prime q E Ass(R) with b ~2 q and 
dim R/q > i + 1, one can find a prime p 2 (q, a) such that b G p and 
dim R/p > i. Then 
for all large n. 
Proof By the theorem of Chevalley [21, Theorem 13, p. 2701, we only 
need to show that 
: Uf(a”R) E a. 
I=1 
By the assumption, it s&ices to show that 
fi Ui(a”R) E Uf+ I(O,). 
t= 1 
First, we note that Ass,(R/a”R) is asymptotic [3]. Let V denote the set of 
primes p E Ass,(R/a”R) with b @ p and dim R/p > i for all large n. Put 
M=R\UD, 
p is a maximal prime of V. 
Then Uf(a”R) = a”R, n R for all large n. Hence 
fi UF(a”R) E ORMn R. 
t= 1 
Note that ORMn R is the intersection of all primary components of 0, whose 
associated prime is contained in some prime of V. Then, by the definition of 
G+ ,(O,), we will have 
if any prime q E Ass(R) with b & q and dim R/q > i + 1 is contained in 
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some prime of V. This is always satisfied. To see that, let p 2 (q, a) be a 
prime of R such that b & p and dim R/p > i. Then, by Lemma 3.3, we can 
find a prime p’ E Ass,(R/a”R) for all large n such that q G p’ E p. Clearly, 
b & p’ and dim R/p’ > dim R/p > i, i.e., p’ E K Summing up, we have just 
proved Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. One can always find an element a E b such that for all 
primes p E Ass,(R/q), the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) a & Q for all Q E Ass(R,*) with b @ Q. 
(ii) For each Q E Ass(R p* with b @ Q and dim R */Q > 2, there exists 
aprimePz(Q,a) with b&PanddimR,*lP=dimRz/Q- 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose that AssR(R/a) = {pl,..., p,}. Put 
Vj={QnR;QEAss(RRG)andb&Q}, 
Wj = {P n R ; P I> (Q, b) for some Q E Ass(R G) with 
b~QanddimR~/P=dimR~/Q- I> I}, 
j = l,..., s. Then we can find an element uj E p, such that Uj 6? q for all 
q E v, u *** U V, U Wj. Let a’ be an element of b such that a’ & q for all 
q E v, u -‘a u vs. Put a=a, *** a,a’. Then a obviously satisfies condition 
(i). To see that condition (ii) is also satisfied, let Q E Ass(R$) with b @ Q 
and dim Rz/Q > 2 arbitrarily for some j = l,..., s. Let P be some minimal 
prime over (Q, aj). Then P 2 (Q, a), and dim R z/P = dim R;l;/Q - 12 1 
because aj 6Z Q. Further, by the choice of Uj, b is not contained in Q. 
Otherwise, we would have uj E q for some q E Wj, a contradiction. So we 
have proved (ii). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1 (and hence of Theorem 1.1). Put 
r := max{i > 0; UF(O,g G uR$ for all p E AssR(R/u), 
where u is some p-primary component of a}. 
Then we have to construct an a-independent set of r elements in 6. For that 
we may assume that r > 1. Then, by Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.4, we can 
find r elements ar,..., a, in b such that for all primes p E AssR(R/a), the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) a,& Q for all Q E Ass,$(Rf/(a, ,..., a,-,) Rg) with b @ Q, 
i = l,..., r. 
(2) UX(a, Y..., a,-,> R,“, 5 uR,*. 
48 I/93/2- I3 
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Therefore, by the discussion on the use of Lemma 3.2 above Lemma 3.3, 
a,,..., a,- i, a: form an a-independent set in b for all large n. Together with 
the fact sup,a < r, that completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
4. DIMENSION OF PRIME DIVISORS IN COMPLETIONS OF LOCAL RINGS 
In this section, we will study the relationship between the maximum 
numbers of independent elements and the dimensions of prime divisors in 
completions of local rings. 
First, we have the following formula for the maximum number of 
analytically independent elements in a given ideal of a local ring: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be u local ring and b an arbitrary ideal of R. 
Then sup,m = 0 if b E a, and 
sup,m = max{dim R/q; q E Ass(R) and b & q } 
ifbefi. 
ProoJ By Theorem 1.1, we have 
sup,m = max{i > 0; UF(O,*) s mR*}. 
Note that q(O,,) G mR * iff UF(O,,) # R *, i.e., iff 
(Q E Ass(R *); b & Q and dim R */Q > i} # 0. 
Then it is easy to check that if b & a, sup,m = max(dim R */q; 
q E Ass(R*) and b & q) = max(dim R/q; q E Ass(R) and b & q}. 
Roughly speaking, Proposition 4.1 states that the maximum number of 
analytically independent elements in b could be only the dimension of some 
minimal prime divisor of R. As a consequence, we immediately get the 
following 
COROLLARY 4.2. All minimal prime divisors of a local ring R have the 
same dimension rflsup,m = dim R for all ideals b @ a. 
(The author thanks J. Stiickrad for the formulation of Proposition 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.2.) 
Next, we can characterize the dimension of prime divisors of the 
completion of a local ring as follows. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a local ring and r < dim R a non-negative 
integer. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) There exists a prime divisor Q of R * such that dim R */Q = r. 
(ii) There exists an a m-primary ideal u of R such that sup u = r. 
Proof: Note that for i > 0, Ul”(O,,) is the intersection of all primary 
components of O,, whose associated prime has dimension >i. Then dim 
R */Q = r for some Q E Ass(R *) iff U,m(OR,) # UF+ r(O,,). Since U,“(OR.) is 
the intersection of all mR*-primary ideals containing it, U,m(OR*) # 
Ur+ r(O,,) iff there exists some mR *-primary ideal U such that U,m(OR,) c U 
but UF+ , G& U, i.e., sup U = r by Theorem 1.1. Set u = U n R. Then it is well 
known that uR * = U. Hence sup u = sup U = r. Thus, the equivalence of (i) 
and (ii) is now immediate. 
From Theorem 4.3 we can easily derive the following characterization of 
unmixed local rings (R is called unmixed if dim R */Q = dim R for all prime 
divisor Q of R*). 
COROLLARY 4.4 [4, Corollary 11. R is an unmixed local ring I@ sup 
a = ht a for all ideals a of R. 
Proof. Suppose that R is an unmixed local ring. Then R p is also unmixed 
for all p E Ass,JR/a) [8, Proposition 61. Thus, 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, we have 
sup a = max{i > 0; Uf(OR$ G aR$ for all p E AssR(R/a)} 
= max{ht p; p E AssR(R/a)} = ht a 
for all ideals a of R. The converse is easily seen from Theorem 4.3. 
One can also use Theorem 4.3 to give another characterization of the 
dimension of prime divisors of the completion of a local ring as follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R be a local ring and r < dim R a non-negative 
integer. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The exists a prime divisor Q of R * such that dim R */Q & r. 
(ii) There exists an m-primary ideal u such that m is an associated 
prime of every ideal a c u with the property that depth R v > r for all primes 
P 2 a, p # m. 
Proof (i) +- (ii) By Theorem 4.3, there exists an m-primary ideal u such 
that sup u < r. Let a !E u be an ideal as in (ii). Then we can find r elements 
a ,,..., a, in a such that a, 6Z p for all p # m of Ass,(R/(a, ,..., a,-l)), 
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i = l,..., r. If m is not an associated prime of a, then we can also find an 
element u,+ i E u such that a,,, is not a zero divisor in R/a. Therefore, 
@ I,**-, a,):a:+,ca:&!+,=aEu 
for all n > 1. Hence by Lemma 3.2, a,,..., a,, a:,, form a u-independent set 
for all large n. Hence sup u > I + 1, a contradiction. 
(ii) * (i) By Theorem 4.3, it suffices to show that sup u < r. If 
sup u > I, by the proof of Proposition 3.1, we can find r + 1 elements 
a, ,.**, in u such that a, 4 Q for all primes Q # tnR* of 
As~,.$~;(a, ,..., ui-r) R*), i = l,..., r + 1, and 
!I (u,,...,u,)R*:u:+,~uR*. 
Descending to R, we have a, G q for all primes q # m of 
AssR(R/(u, ,..., a,-i)), i = l,..., r + 1, and 
[7, (9.A) and (3.H)(2)]. N ow, it is easy to verify that depth R p> r for all 
primes p 2 U,“= i (a, ,..., a,) : a:, r, p + m. Hence we can conclude that m is a 
prime divisor of lJzl (a, ,..,, a,): a:, ,, a contradiction because the latter 
ideal is the intersection of all primary components of (a,,..., a,) whose 
associated primes do not contain u,+ r. The proof of Proposition 4.5 is now 
complete. 
From Proposition 4.5 we immediately get the following result of Ratliff: 
COROLLARY 4.6 [ 10, (9) Theorem]. Let R be u local domain. Then R * 
has a one-dimensional prime divisor 13 m is a prime divisor of every non- 
zero ideal contained in large powers of m. 
5. INTEGRALLY CLOSED IDEALS AND MINIMAL PRIME DIVISORS 
The aim of this section is to establish the relationship between the 
maximum numbers of independent elements with respect o integrally closed 
ideals and the dimensions of minimal prime divisors in completions of local 
rings. 
Let us first recall the definition of integrally closed ideals. An element 
a E R is called integrally dependent on a if there exists an equation 
un+u,u”-‘+ a** +a,=0 
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with ai E ai, i = l,..., n. Let ii denote the integral closure of a, i.e., the set of 
all elements of R integrally dependent on a. Then a is called integrally closed 
if ii = a. 
For our investigation we shall need the following more or less trivial 
properties of integrally closed ideals. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a local ring and a an integrally closed ideal. Then 
(i) a is the intersection of all integrally closed m-primary ideals 
containing a. 
(ii) aR * is integrally closed if a is an m-primary ideal. 
ProoJ: To (i): This proof was presented to the author by D. Rees, see 
also [ 14, Theorem 11. It suffices to show that if c E m is an element not 
contained in a, then there exists an integrally closed m-primary ideal which 
contains a but not c. Let c denote the ideal (a, c). Let S denote the Rees ring 
R [CT, U], where T is some indeterminate and U = T- ‘. Then (UT, U) is not 
an irrelevant ideal in S. Otherwise, we would have 
ac”-l + p+1= c” 
and hence by Nakayama lemma, ac ‘-’ = c” for some n 2 1, which would 
imply that c is integrally independent on a, a contradiction. Thus, there is a 
maximal relevant prime P of S containing (aT, U). Now we have P2 mS. 
For if not, P + mS is an irrelevant ideal. Hence if p,, is the ideal consisting of 
all elements d E R such that dT” E P, then 
p, + mc” = c” 
for some n > 1. From this it follows that pn = cn, i.e., P is irrelevant, a 
contradiction. Let M denote the maximal ideal of the local ring S,. Then 
Mn R = m, and a s CM because very element a of a may be represented as 
an element of S, as follows: a = (a7’) c(cT)-‘. Now there exists a discrete 
valuation u > 0 on S, such that u > 0 on M. Put 
r := I& v(d), s := ry& u(d). 
Then r > 0 and s = r + U(C) > U(C). Therefore, the ideal u of R consisting of 
all elements d E R such that u(d) > s is m-primary [ 14, Lemma l] and 
integrally closed [ 15, Lemma 4.31. Clearly, u contains a but not c. 
To (ii): Let a E R * be an element integrally dependent on aR*. Then 
there is an equation 
a”+a,a”-‘+.-+a,=0 
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with a, E a’R*, i= l,..., n. By the structure of R *, for any integer t > 0, we 
can find elements b E R and bi E ai such that a - b and ai - bi belong to 
m’R *. Clearly, 
b”+ b,b”-’ + . . . +b,Em”‘R*nR=mflfsa” 
for large t. Hence we can conclude that b is integrally independent on a, 
which then implies that b E a and hence a E aR *. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let a be an integrally closed ideal of R. Then 
(i) &ca. 
(ii) aR, is integrally closed for any prime p of R. 
(iii) a has a primary decomposition such that every primary 
component is integrally closed. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are trivial. To show (iii), let p be an associated prime 
of a. If p a minimal prime over a, then the p-primary component of a is 
integrally closed by (ii). If p is an embedded prime of a, we may assume that 
R is a local ring with maximal ideal m = p. Let c denote the intersection of 
all primary components of a whose associated prime is different from m. 
Then c/a is of finite length. Now consider the integrally closed m-primary 
ideals u, = (a,) for all n > 1. Then there exists n such that 
cnu,=cnu,+,=mee. Hence a=cnu, because a= nu, by Lem- 
ma Kl(ii). 
Now we are able to prove the key result of this section which gives a 
formula for the maximum number of independent elements with respect o an 
integrally closed ideal. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let a be an integrally closed ideal and b a subideal of 
&. Then 
supsa = max{i > 0; dq C_ aRtfor all p E Ass,(R/a)}. 
Proof. Using Lemmas 5.2(i) and (ii), one can easily verify that 
Hence, Theorem 1.1 yields 
sup,a 6 max{i > 0; dm E aR;F for all p E Ass,JR/a)}. 
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On the other hand, using Proposition 3.1, we have 
sup,a > max{i 2 0: dm E uR,*for all p E AssR(R/a), 
where u is some p-primary component of a} 
> max{i > 0; dm G uR,*for all p E AssR(R/a)} 
because u can be chosen to be integrally closed by Lemma 5.2(iii) and hence 
so is uR,* by Lemma 5.2(ii) and Lemma 5.l(ii). The statement is now 
immediate. 
Using Theorem 5.3 we can characterize the dimension of minimal prime 
divisors of the completion of a local ring as follows: 
THEOREM 5.4. Let R be a local ring and r < dim R a non-negative 
integer. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a minimal prime divisor Q of R* such that 
dim R */Q = r. 
(ii) There exists an integrally closed m-primary ideal u such that 
sup u = r. 
ProoJ Note that dm is the intersection of all minimal primes Q of 
R * with dim R */Q > i. Then dim R */Q = r for some minimal prime Q of 
R * iff dm # dm. By Lemma 5.1(i), that is equivalent o the 
existence of an integrally closed mR*-primary ideal U such that 
dm G U but dm & U, i.e., sup U = r by Theorem 5.3. Set 
u = Un R. Then u is an integrally closed m-primary ideal. Moreover, since 
u=uR*, sup u = sup U = r by Theorem 1.1. So we have proved 
Theorem 5.4. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4, we have the following 
characterization of quasi-unmixed local rings: 
COROLLARY 5.5 [ 12, (37) Theorem]. R is a quasi-unmixed local ring l@? 
sup a = ht a for all integrally closed ideals a of R. 
Proof. Suppose that R is an quasi-unmixed local ring. Then R, is also 
quasi-unmixed for all p E Ass,(R/a) [8, Remark to Proposition 61. Hence 
UW,;) = R * I 
dcp if i < ht p, 
P 
if i > ht p. 
Therefore, by Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.2(i), 
sup a = min{ht p; p E AssR(R/a)} = ht a 
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for all integrally closed ideals a of R. The converse is easily seen from 
Theorem 5.4. 
Similarly as in Section 4, we can also use Theorem 5.4 to give another 
characterization of the dimension of minimal prime divisors of the 
completion of a local ring as follows: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let R be a local ring and r < dim R a non-negative 
integer. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a minimal prime divisor Q of R* such that 
dim R */Q < r. 
(ii) There exists an integrally closed m-primary ideal u of R such that 
m is an associated prime of every ideal a G u with the property that depth 
R, 2 r for all primes p I> a, p # m. 
Proof The proof is quite similar to that of Proposition 4.5, hence we 
omit it. 
The following immediate consequence of Proposition 5.6 is the main result 
of [ll]: 
COROLLARY 5.7 [ 11, Theorem 11. Let R be a local domain. Then R* 
has a one-dimensional minimal prime divisor tfl m is an associated prime of 
every non-zero integrally closed ideal contained in large powers of m. 
6. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
In this section, we will derive some formula for min, supban (min, sup,a”) 
which depends only on the minimum dimension of the (minimal) prime 
divisors in completions of certain local rings of R. 
Originally, Bruns (Ratliff) studied min, sup a” (min, sup 2) and called it 
the asymptotic stability of a, but we shall see that the formula given by 
Bruns (Ratliff) is more complicated than it should be, see [4] and [12]. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. min, supban = 0 if there exist primes q E Ass(R) and 
p E AssR(R/a”) for all large n such that b E q s p. Otherwise, 
min supban = 
n 
min{ dim R ,*/Q; Q E Ass(R t) and 
p E Ass,(R/a”) for all large n}. 
Proof Note that AssR(R/a”) is asymptotic [3]. Then, using Theorem 1.1, 
we get 
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min supban = 
n max{i > 0; G(O,,) c a”R,* for all 
p E AssJR/a”) and all large n} 
= max(i > 0; UF(O,;) = 0 for all p E AssR(R/a”), n large). 
If there exist primes q E Ass(R) and p E AssR(R/a”) for all large n such that 
b s q c p, then there exists a prime Q E Ass(R p*> such that b E Q [7, (9.B)]. 
Hence UF(O,;) # 0 for all i > 1 by the definition of Up(O,;). Hence 
min, supban = 0. If there do not exist primes q and p as above, then there 
does not exist a prime Q E Ass(R,*) with b c Q for all p E Ass,JR/a”), n 
large. Thus, Up(O,b) = 0 iff there does not exist a prime Q E Ass(R 3 with 
dim R t/Q > i. Hence we get the formula of Proposition 6.1. 
Note that sup a” = sup,, a” by the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.2. Let b and 6’ be subideals of \/L; with fi = @. Then 
sup,a = sup,a. 
Proof: It is easily seen that 
U,p(O,;) = up’(o,$) 
for all i > 0 and p E Ass,(R/a). Hence the statement immediately follows 
from Theorem 1.1. 
Then we have the following formula for min, sup a”: 
COROLLARY 6.3. 
min sup a” = 
n 
min{ dim R ,*/Q; Q E Ass(R t) and 
p E AssR(R/a”) for all large n}. 
Proof: By Proposition 6.1, we only need to show that 
min{dim RF/Q; Q E Ass(R,*) and p E Ass,JR/a”) for all large n} 
is zero if there exist primes q E Ass(R) and p E Ass,(R/a”) for all large n 
such that a G q c p. But that is obvious because in this case, q is itself an 
associated prime of a” for all large n by Lemma 3.3. 
Clearly, the above formula for min, sup a” is simpler than the following 
one given by Bruns in [4]. Since there is no immediate evidence for the 
equivalence of these formulas, we will include a proof for that. 
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COROLLARY 6.4 [4, Theorem 21. 
min sup a” = min{ht((a, Q)/Q); Q E Ass(R g) and n 
p E Ass,(R/a”) for all large n}. 
Proof: Let r be the value on the right side of the above relation. Then, by 
Corollary 6.3, we have 
r < min sup a”. ” 
So we have to show that r > min, sup a”. Suppose that r = ht(P/Q) for some 
associated prime P of (a, Q), Q E Ass(R,*) and p E Ass,(R/a”) for all large 
n. Then, by Lemma 3.3, we can find a prime P’ E Ass,$(RF/a”R f) for all 
large n such that Q E P’ G P. Since Q is the contracted ideal of some prime 
divisor of (R,*),*, using Corollary 6.3 we can deduce that 
r > ht(P’/Q) > min sup a”R z. n 
But, by Lemma 2.3, 
min sup a”R t > min sup a”. n n 
Hence r > min, sup a”, as required. 
Note that Ass,(R/p) is asymptotic [9, Proposition 51. Then, similarly as 
above, we also get the following formulas for min, sup,p and min, sup ?r : 
PROPOSITION 6.5. min, sup,a” = 0 if there exist a minimal prime 
q E Ass(R) and p E Ass,(R/p) for all large n such that b c q s p. 
Otherwise, 
min sup,a n Y = min{dim R */Q, Q is a minimalprime of Ass(R t) 
and p E Ass,(A/>) for all large n}. 
COROLLARY 6.6. 
min sup 2 = 
n 
min{dim R z/Q; Q is a minimalprime of 
Ass(R 3 and p E AssR(R/p) for all large n}. 
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In particular, the above formula for min, supa” is simpler than the 
following one given by Ratliff in [ 121: 
COROLLARY 6.7 [ 12, (2.12) Theorem]. 
min sup a -F = min{ht((a, Q)/Q>; Q ” is a minimal prime of Ass(R p* and 
p E Ass,(R/a”) for all large n}. 
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